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Breaker Technology (BTI), an ASTEC Industries (ASTE) company, is the 
worldwide rockbreaking expert in the mining, aggregate, construction 
and demolition industries. For over 60 years Breaker Technology has been 
helping companies power their productivity and break into profitability.

BTI focuses on providing the highest quality rockbreaking equipment that 
improves operational safety and productivity around the world. We offer 
a dozen different rockbreaker system models for breaking oversize at the 
crusher site, a line of mechanized scalers, full product catalogue of breakers 
and excavator attachments and the Mine Runner utility vehicle.

YOUR SAFETY STARTS WITH BTI
At Breaker Technology we are passionate about safety. We know 
that safety is a number one concern for everyone in our community: 
employees, customers, partners, suppliers and stakeholders. As an  
ISO 45001 certified company, we operate our business to the highest 
safety standards.

We believe that safety starts with each individual taking personal 
responsibility for their safety, which is why we adopted the slogan  
“safety starts with me.”

Our priority for safety doesn’t end at our facilities; we care about the  
safety of our customers and partners too. That’s why we work to stay 
innovative with our processes, products and services by continually 
looking for ways to improve the safety of everyone in our community.

OUR VISION
To be known as a global leader  
in service, innovation, quality  
and safety.

OUR MISSION
To grow and prosper by designing, 
manufacturing and selling the most 
innovative, productive, reliable and 
safe equipment for the industries 
we serve, coupled with unparalleled 
customer service.

OUR CORE VALUES
• Continuous devotion to meeting 

the needs of our customers
• Honesty and integrity in all 

aspects of business
• Respect for all individuals
• Preserving entrepreneurial spirit 

and innovation
• Safety, quality and productivity as 

means to ensure success

OUR COMMITMENT
We will continually learn and 
understand our internal and external 
customer requirements, and will 
provide defect-free products and 
services on time, every time.
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MINING
In underground mining, getting AHEAD OF THE GRADE is key to keeping profit margins high.  
It’s imperative to have the right mining equipment to support your production goals. Your equipment 
needs to be tough, reliable and inexpensive to maintain while providing you efficiency, safety, service 
and support in your underground operations. And in today’s environmentally-conscious world, it’s 
essential to operate underground vehicles that use less fuel while delivering the power you need.  
We specialize in stationary rockbreaking equipment and vehicles for underground mechanized scaling 
and mobile rockbreaking to keep you ahead of the grade while powering productivity. 

AGGREGATE
Powerful productivity means powerful profits. You need to keep your crusher throughput going to 
maximize operations, which means you don’t have time for clogs, bridging or downtime. Rockbreaker 
systems provide you with a tool that’s ready to break down oversize at the primary crusher, putting power 
into your productivity. Our expansive line of rockbreaker systems are designed for reliability and longevity 
in aggregate operations. 

CONTRUCTION/DEMOLITION
When you’re on the job, you need a machine that delivers powerful productivity to maximize your time 
and profits. But let’s face it, hydraulic attachments are known to break down, costing you time, money and 
peace of mind. An attachment should work for you, not against you. You need a tool that’s tough, reliable 
and easy to maintain while keeping your project on track and on budget. We offer a full line of excavator 
attachments that deliver powerful results and reliability on the job backed by a two-year warranty. 

INDUSTRIES



ATTACHMENTS
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YOUR ROCKBREAKING EXPERT & PARTNER

WE OFFER DECADES OF EXPERIENCE & CUSTOMER SERVICE

Breaker Technology (BTI) is the rockbreaking expert in the construction, demolition,  
aggregate and mining industries. We offer 15 different breaker models in three size  
classifications: small, mid-size and large. For over 60 years, we’ve been helping  
companies power their productivity and break into profitability.

Experience has taught us that information and partnerships, combined with  
high-quality equipment provide great results. 

BTI works with you to fine-tune your selection, ensuring you’re getting the right  
piece of equipment for your job. 
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CX SERIES SMALL-SIZE

HYDRAULIC BREAKER ATTACHMENTS

BX SERIES MID-SIZE BXR SERIES LARGE-SIZE

Designed for optimum performance in concrete 
breaking or soft rock applications, the CX Series 
Small-Size Hydraulic Breaker will get your job 
done easily and efficiently. Our high-strength alloy 
plate steel construction means you’re getting 
the highest quality breaker for continuous duty in 
harsh environments.  

BTI’s BX Series Mid-Size Hydraulic Breaker is  
built to power your productivity in both concrete 
and rock applications. Whether your job is 
breaking down concrete surfaces, trenching  
or preventing blockage in crushing systems,  
our rockbreakers are made to work for you,  
not against you.

BTI’s BXR Series Large-Size Hydraulic Breaker 
is designed for both speed and power without 
compromising longevity. The rockbreaker’s blow 
energy is maximized in varying rock conditions 
by using recoil-sensing technology and operator 
actuated two-speed control and an oversized 
piston. This design boosts speed without the need 
for additional flow to power your productivity. 

CX BREAKERS MAKE YOUR JOB EASY AND EFFICIENT BX BREAKERS GO TO WORK FOR YOU 
 

TECHNOLOGY TO OPTIMIZE IMPACT 



SH SHEAR EAGLE II  
HYDRAULIC SHEAREXC MECHANICAL PULVERIZER

MCP-IT HYDRAULIC PULVERIZER

RP-IT HYDRAULIC PULVERIZER
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DEMOLITION ATTACHMENTS

SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE.

The EXC Series Mechanical Concrete Pulverizer attachment is designed for  
quiet, controlled secondary demolition and concrete recycling. It features bolt-on 
replaceable teeth that allows field change-outs in minutes, and uses existing  
excavator hydraulics so no additional circuits are required. 

FAST SCRAP SHEARS THAT WON’T GO TO SCRAP 

Dedicated shears are for many different work applications, 
including demolition of steel structures, processing steel in 
scrap applications and many others. The EAGLE II offers superior 
productivity through its powerful jaw design and high-quality 
blades. The blades can be changed quickly and easily, minimizing 
machine downtime, optimizing productivity.

YOUR PRIMARY CHOICE FOR SECONDARY DEMOLITION. 

The MCP-IT Hydraulic Pulverizer is the ideal attachment for secondary 
demolition. Quick cycle times and strategically-placed teeth make this pulverizer 
your go-to tool for fast fragmentation and separation of rebar from concrete.

ONE MACHINE, TWO PURPOSES. 

The RP-IT Hydraulic Rotating Pulverizer is a versatile tool suitable for primary demolition 
and secondary pulverizing including high-reach applications. The machine’s sturdy rotation 
ensures you’re getting accurate positioning, making your job easier and safer in any 
application. BTI’s specialized speed valve provides quicker open and close rates, increasing 
your efficiency and productivity. 



TC SERIES COMPACTOR
VIBRATORY PICK SCALING HEAD

CONSTRUCTION AND MINING ATTACHMENTS
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THE LAST COMPACTOR YOU’LL EVER BUY

A great compactor is hard to find. Our unique hydraulic compactor design 
delivers high-impulse energy to help you reach exceptional compaction 
proctor densities while minimizing maintenance intervals. 
BTI offers five models to satisfy a wide range 
of compaction applications including soil, 
embankments, trenches, sheet piling and posts. 
BTI’s compactors offer you high performance, 
quality and range, giving you years of  
dependable operation.

The patented technology of the Vibratory Pick Scaling Head 
brings together the pry-bar action of a pick and the vibrational  
frequency of a hydraulic breaker for successful scaling in  
soft rock applications.

Its streamlined design provides excellent visibility to the  
tool. The pick combines high mechanized pry forces and  
the breaker’s impact energy to quickly scale in 
underground mines.



ROCKBREAKER 
SYSTEMS
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THOUSANDS OF SUCCESSFUL 
INSTALLATIONS WORLDWIDE

Breaker Technology (BTI) is the rockbreaking expert in the mining and 
aggregate industries. For over 60 years, BTI has been helping companies 
power their productivity and break into profitability. We offer over a 
dozen different rockbreaker system models for breaking oversize at large 
gyratories, grizzlies, jaw and impact crushers in stationary and portable 
applications. All rockbreaker systems are custom fitted to your application 
for maximum endurance. 

Experience has taught us that communication and partnerships combined 
with high-quality equipment provide excellent results. Breaker Technology 
works with you to fine tune your model selection, reach, breaker size 
and option selection. We conduct on-site visits, engineering application 
analysis, installation drawings and more, providing cost-effective solutions 
including mechanical, electrical and control integration. 

MBS 

MOBILE CRUSHER JAW & IMPACT 
CRUSHER

MBS // NT // NTTE
MRH // MRHT

GRIZZLY CRUSHER 

NT // NTTE // MRH // MRHT 
MRHT-LP // MRST

GYRATORY CRUSHER

MRH //  MRHT // MRSTE  // TTX // TRX

POWER YOUR  PRODUCTIVITY



ROCKBREAKER SYSTEMS

A COMPLETE ROCKBREAKING 
PACKAGE
With thousands of successful installations, Breaker Technology powers your 
productivity in underground and surface mining and aggregate quarries worldwide. 
Designed to integrate into your mobile, portable or stationary crushing plant, or 
at grizzly ore-pass sites, BTI’s Rockbreaker Systems include boom interface, an 
automatic greasing package, motor starter panel, joystick control and plant 
integration. BTI’s Rockbreaker Systems are engineered for maximum life using 
finite element analysis (FEA) software in all raking and breaking functions.

BTI’s integration team works with you and your engineering team to ensure 
the correct rockbreaker system is selected to meet your productivity 
goals.  BTI provides an engineering drawing package with each machine 
detailing  proper installation.
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MBS SERIES ROCKBREAKER 
SYSTEM
Lightweight and robust, BTI’s MBS Series Rockbreaker System  
is for light and medium-duty breaking on track, portable and other 
small crushing plants. The series offers an on-plant solution where 
safety and productivity are essential. The compact rockbreaker system 

operates a range of hydraulic breakers up 
to 3,000 ft-lb, with a 12-to-16 foot reach, 
making short work of oversize material for 
increased safety and improved production. 

APPLICATIONS: 
Mobile // Jaw // Impact



ROCKBREAKER SYSTEMS

NTE/NTTE SERIES  
ROCKBREAKER SYSTEM

MRH/ MRHT/ MRHLP SERIES  
ROCKBREAKER SYSTEMS

The NTE/NTTE Series RockBreaker System is 
BTI’s most adaptable design, making it the number 
one choice for stationary aggregate plants and 
smaller grizzly applications. Best-in-class strength 
and state-of-the-art electro-hydraulic controls 
allow the rockbreaker system to carry a wide range 
of hydraulic breakers from 800 to  
4,000 ft-lb on booms with a 12-to-24 foot  
(3.6 to 7.3 meter) reach. 
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BTI’s MRH/ MRHT/ MRHTLP Series Rockbreaker System 
is adaptable for most rockbreaking applications including 
stationary crushers, gyratory crushers and grizzlies. The series 
offers both swing-post and turntable design with 
a low-profile option for the underground mining  
environment. With a 16-to-31 foot working range,  
the series carries a 2,000 ft-lb to 8,500 ft-lb  
hydraulic breakers. 

APPLICATIONS: 
Jaw // Impact // Grizzly 

APPLICATIONS: 
Jaw // Impact // Grizzly // Gyratory 



ROCKBREAKER SYSTEMS

MRST/TTX/TRX SERIES  
ROCKBREAKER SYSTEM
MRST SERIES Rockbreaker System
Built to withstand harsh conditions both underground and above, the MRST Series Rockbreaker System provides 
maximum endurance in both gyratory and grizzly applications. The system has a turntable-style pedestal base  
with a 330-degree constant torque rotation. The system’s reach is 25 to 35 feet (7 to 11 meters), paired with  
a 4,000 ft-lb to 8,500 ft-lb hydraulic breaker.

TTX SERIES Rockbreaker System
With its rugged, heavy-duty, slew-bearing design, the TTX Series Rockbreaker System is engineered  
for secondary breaking of oversize at large gyratory crushers under extreme conditions. This system  
is used in the toughest hard rock applications where large coverage areas are required. The system 
carries a hydraulic rockbreaker range from a 5,000 to 12,000 ft-lb class, and offers a working range 
between 30 and 48 feet (9 to 15 meters). 

TRX SERIES Rockbreaker System
Weighing over 100,000 pounds, The TRX Series Rockbreaker System is the world’s largest 
rockbreaker for applications requiring high strength, reach and power at gyratory crushers 
and grizzly sites. The rockbreaker’s working range is 46 to 64 feet (14 to 20 meters) on a 
330-degree swing turntable-style pedestal, offering maximum control of the boom  
for increased safety. The series is ideally suited for 8,500 ft-lb to 16,000 ft-lb  
hydraulic breakers. 
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APPLICATIONS: Gyratory 

APPLICATIONS: Grizzly // Gyratory 

APPLICATIONS: Gyratory 
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BREAKER INTEL CONTROL SYSTEM

TAKE CONTROL 

Maintaining control over your operation means keeping control over your equipment. Rockbreakers need to be simple to 
operate, diagnose and support. BTI’s control systems are designed for smooth operation, giving your operator excellent 
control over the rockbreaker system’s movements. The CANbus-based programmable 
remote control system provides machine logic control, real time diagnostics and 
monitoring, built-in safety locks and high visibility of the operating area all wrapped up  
into an operator-friendly control station.
 
IMPROVE SAFETY

Your goal is to minimize personnel risk associated with harsh underground operations.  
Breaker Technology’s Breaker Intel Control System is operated remotely. It’s designed 
to create safe rockbreaking operations while connecting to your existing mining process 
control system. Protect operators from fly rock, fumes and dust by placing them in a secure 
office environment in an above-ground control station either on-site or hundreds of  
miles away.  

OPTIMIZE OPERATIONS

Keeping your operations running smoothly is a challenge. Employing today’s technology 
can keep your operation productive and profitable. Eliminate unnecessary shift change 
downtime and improve staff utilization. The Breaker Intel Control System provides either  
single or multi-boom controls in one station. 

MINIMIZE RISK, MAXIMIZE OPERATIONS IN ROCKBREAKING APPLICATIONS

Breaker Intel 
At-A-Glance
• Operator-Friendly User 

Interface

• Real Time Diagnostics and 
Monitoring

• Built-In Safety Locks

• Machine Logic 

• Motion Control

• Perimeter Restriction 

• Long Distance Control

• Single or Multi Boom 
Operation

• Advanced Integrated 
Camera System

• Computer or Joystick 
Controls

ROCKBREAKER SYSTEMS



MOBILE 
EQUIPMENT
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AHEAD OF  THE GRADE

MACHINES BUILT FOR THE UNDERGROUND
For over sixty years, BTI has worked to evolve the mining industry through innovative machines built for 
strenuous environments. And nothing is more demanding than breaking hard rock underground. The last thing 
you need is a machine that doesn’t perform or compromises safety on the production line. 
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The ScaleBOSS Series Scaler is for a new generation of mining productivity 
and safety. Its five-axis boom offers enhanced flexibility and superior coverage 
where other scalers fail. The heavy-duty, compact construction makes it 
easy to maneuver while withstanding severe conditions. The ergonomic 
ROPS/FOPS certified operator cabin and HVAC system maintains excellent 
personnel safety and comfort while providing high visibility. 

MECHANIZED SCALERS

SCALEBOSS SERIES SCALER

TOUGH MACHINE THAT’S EASY ON THE OPERATOR
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MECHANIZED SCALERS

RMS SERIES SCALER
BTI’s RMS Series Scaler brings together flexibility, high speed and 
mobility to the underground environment. Its six-axis boom offers 
superior coverage in a 3.5 - 6.2 meter heading with 180-degrees of 
boom swing motion and additional 180-degrees of breaker side swing. 

HFS SERIES SCALERS VPS SERIES SCALER
BTI’s HFS (Hammer Feed Scaler) 
Series Scaler is a purpose-built 
underground mechanized scaler with  
a heavy duty, large cross-section boom 
providing excellent strength during  
scaling operations. Its telescopic boom 

is ideal for three to eight meter headings 
with a +/-30 degree boom swing, hoist, 
dipperstick and tilt functions combined 
with a breaker swing and breaker feed 
for optimum breaker positioning and 
precise scaling under varying conditions.

BTI’s VPS (Vibratory Pick Scaler) Series underground scaler 
is engineered to provide a safe and efficient method of mine 
scaling. The scaler comes with either a vibratory pick scaling 
head or a hydraulic breaker and is ideally suited for three to 
eight meter headings.
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MOBILE ROCKBREAKERS

TM SERIES MOBILE ROCKBREAKERS

BTI’s TM Series Mobile Rockbreaker quickly reduces oversize at grizzlies, stopes and draw points without 
explosives – improving safety, productivity and profitability. The purpose-built heavy duty, large cross-section 
boom provides excellent dexterity and strength when raking and breaking oversize material. The series offers 
four different models with a breaker class range between 2,000 and 8,500 ft-lb (BX20 to BXR85) hydraulic breaker 
attachment on a low-profile side-mounted design for low tramming and operating heights. The four heavy-duty 
self-leveling stabilizers provide quick set-up time and stable operation while the 45-degree carrier articulation 
makes it easy to turn in tight space.

REDUCE OVERSIZE ANYWHERE
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When you’re transporting people and supplies throughout the mine, 
safety is of prime importance. You also need a high payload while keeping 

maintenance costs low. Most mine utility vehicles today are expensive 
to operate, costing you more time and money than your budget 

allows. Breaker Technology’s Mine Runner is a purpose-built utility 
vehicle engineered to withstand the rugged underground environment 

while offering a 6,000 pound payload and a patented hydraulic wheel 
drive system to give you the highest level of efficiency, minimizing 

maintenance costs. Now that’s keeping you AHEAD OF THE GRADE.

UTILITY VEHICLE

MINE RUNNER

MINING TRANSPORT BUILT TO SAVE ON OPERATIONAL COSTS

MULTIPLE CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

Standard Wheel Base

Standard Wheel Base

Extended Wheel Base

Extended Wheel Base
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PARTS AND SERVICE

VALUE IS MORE THAN JUST 
THE COST OF THE PRODUCT
Value means the dependability of the product, the support for the product and how well the product does 
its intended job. The goal of BTI is to make your job easier.

Through our dealer network and by working directly with customers, we are able to provide technical 
expertise for your equipment with an extra measure of value. 

Keeping your operation running smoothly is your goal. Making sure you 
stay that way is ours.

Breaker Technology is committed to getting the right BTI OEM part to 
you so you can stay operational and profitable. BTI’s parts are backed 
by BTI warranty and guaranteed to fit your machine so it runs like 
new again. They are designed to the highest quality standards and 
specifically fit your BTI equipment.  

Don’t take the risk of installing non-OEM parts on your machine. 
Our dedicated worldwide network of dealers are ready to 
help you get the right part when you need it most, turning 
downtime back into uptime. 

QUALITY PARTS



Find us on

www.rockbreaker.com

Breaker Technology Ltd.
35 Elgin Street North 
Thornbury, Ontario
N0H 2P0 Canada
Phone: 519.599.2015
Fax: 519.599.6803

Breaker Technology Ltd.
30625 Solon Industrial Pkwy
Solon, Ohio
44139 USA
Phone: 440.542.3720
Fax: 440.542.3721

Breaker Technology Ltd.
3453 Durahart Street
Riverside, California
92507 USA
Phone: 951.369.0878
Fax: 951.369.8281

10500-ENG-1119


